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Public HealtH News  <<

For the past few months, we have been reviewing and revising our  
strategic plan and as part of this process, i invite you to read and 
comment on our current draft. the complete draft can be found 
online at sphhp.buffalo.edu/sp-review.

Our vision is to be a leading school recognized for the advantages 
of its combination of related academic programs that promote the 
understanding, prevention and treatment of disease and disability, 
thereby improving the health of populations, communities and 
individuals, both regionally and globally. Our three broad goals are 
briefly summarized below.

Our education goal is to provide an academic environment that 
includes foundational preparation in public health, evidence-
based practice and communication, and professionalism for all 
students. we also aim to prepare graduates for success as public 
health professionals, practitioners in the health professions, 
educators and researchers. we seek to recruit diverse and well-
qualified students, faculty and staff; assess effectiveness of our 
degree programs; and promote interprofessional education and 
collaboration.

Our research goal is to conduct high impact research that relates 
to health and wellness issues faced by populations, communities 
and individuals. to accomplish this, we strive to compete success-
fully for external peer-reviewed funding and disseminate research 
findings and new knowledge.

Our service goal is to provide meaningful service  
to communities (local to global), the university,  
scholarly and professional organizations,  
governmental and non-governmental agencies.

Please send comments, suggestions and  
questions to me by the end of February at  
lk22@buffalo.edu.

Feedback welcome as  
strategic plan evolves

lynn t. Kozlowski 
Dean and Professor of 
community Health and 
Health behavior

Scheider named Teacher of the Year

william scheider, research assistant  
professor in the Department of 
social and Preventive Medicine, 
has been named Outstanding 
teacher of the Year for the 
school. the award is presented 
to a faculty member whose 
“recent teaching performance, 
initiatives, publications and/or 
presentations demonstrate 
outstanding contributions to 
education within the school  
of Public Health and Health 
Professions,” according to  
the award description.

scheider began teaching at ub in 2004. He 
holds a bachelor’s degree in biology and a 
PhD in epidemiology, both from ub, and an 
Ms in nutrition from cornell university.

scheider’s teaching evaluations are among 
the highest both within the department 
and the school. Recently, he has taken on 
the development of two new introductory 
epidemiology courses, one for undergrad-
uates throughout the university and one 
for sPHHP students not enrolled in the 
traditional public health concentrations. 
both of these courses represent significant 
commitments where scheider has carefully 
developed clear and thoughtful lectures to 
address the complex content. 

scheider also serves as the director of 
the MPH concentration in environmental 
health, and serves as chair of the education 
committee within his department.

Outside of the classroom, scheider plays 
a large role as a community educator, 
providing both objective knowledge and 
needed leadership in the community-
based clean air coalition.

Student public health  
ambassadors named

Paul May, Fiyidi Mikailu and alexandra 
warner have been selected as Public Health 
ambassadors for the current academic year.

each academic year, sPHHP selects three 
graduate students as ambassadors who 
work to improve the visibility and prestige 
of the school, while gaining leadership and 
communication experience. the appoint-
ment is for one year.

FROM tHe DeaN  <<

william scheider
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ambassadors attend the american public 
health association (apha) annual meeting, 
which includes spending time at the school’s 
exhibit booth, attending the school’s reception 
at apha and promoting the school and its 
programs. ambassadors also represent Sphhp 
at selected regional recruitment events and 
other activities, such as open houses. the 2013 
apha meeting took place nov. 2–6 in boston.

public health ambassadors receive finan-
cial support from the dean’s office to offset 
part of their expenses for attending apha.

ambassadors are nominated by department 
chairs.

Fish honored at Bulls game

dale fish was nominated as the 
faculty honorary coach at the 
ub football homecoming game 
against eastern Michigan. fish 
was nominated by ub faculty 
for distinguished service in 
his field and contributions to 
the university. the faculty 
honorary coach program was 
established to foster and pro-
mote a positive professional 
and collaborative relationship 

between the faculty and athletics staff. 

“We estimate that dr. fish has taught 
gross anatomy to over 6,000 students 
during his career,” says physical therapy 
program director Kirk personius, who was 
one of fish’s nominators.

fish received his undergraduate training 
at the university of toledo before attend-
ing the university of pennsylvania to study 
physical therapy. he received his master’s 
degree from boston university and phd in 
anatomical sciences from ub. fish started 
teaching at ub in 1974 and is a beloved 
instructor of gross anatomy for programs 
in physical therapy, occupational therapy 
and exercise science.

fish is currently senior associate dean in 
the School of public health and health 
professions and is leading the school’s 
effort for re-accreditation in public health.

the celebration was particularly special 
as several of his past students were also 
attending the homecoming game as part of 
ub’s alumni reunion for physical therapy 
graduates in the region.

dale fish

Support every step of the way

aluMni profile // carMen teKWe  <<

» continued on paGe 12

after jobs with the prestigious 
center on aging and health at 
Johns hopkins university and with 
George Washington university’s 
biostatistics center, carmen tekwe, 
phd ’11, decided to return to school 
for a doctoral degree. With that 
difficult decision made, her choice 
about which program to attend was 
an easy one.

“i wanted to work with randy carter 
and ub was the place to do this,” 
she says. tekwe had completed her 
master’s degree at the university of 
florida under carter’s mentorship, 
and he later joined the ub faculty 
as professor and associate chair of 
the department of biostatistics.

“dr. carter is an excellent teacher 
and mentor to his students who 
goes out of his way to make sure we 
each succeed,” she says. “he can 
be tough when necessary but at the 
same time, he can also gently guide 
us when necessary. his passion 
for mentoring and promoting the 
field of biostatistics influenced me 
greatly, and that was why i wanted 
to work with him.”

tekwe cites this faculty support as a 
highlight of her phd program. “i also 
had a lot of support from my peers, 
which was very helpful,” she adds.

She also credits her thesis work 
with providing new opportunities for 

research, travel and practical appli-
cation of the knowledge she gained 
through coursework. tekwe spent 
three months in hiroshima, Japan, 
working with carter and researchers 
from the radiation effects research 
foundation (rerf). her work involved 
developing statistical methods and 
models to adjust for measurement 
error in estimates of radiation doses 
suffered by atomic bomb survivors.

this field research experience, 
coupled with research assistant-
ships and opportunities to travel 
to conferences and network with 
fellow biostatisticians, prepared her 
for her current career in research.

after completing her phd, tekwe 
was recruited by raymond J. 
carroll of texas a&M university to 
join the university as a postdoctoral 
fellow. She then transitioned to her 
current role there as an assistant 
professor in the department of 
epidemiology and biostatistics.

do you know Sphhp alumni we 
should feature in an upcoming 
issue? let us know by emailing 
sphhp-alumni@buffalo.edu

noMinate 
diStinGuiShed aluMni
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the university at buffalo center 

for assistive technology (cat) 

received a $4.7 million competitive 

award from the u.S. department 

of education’s national institute 

on disability and rehabilitation 

research (nidrr).

Grant-getters
Sphhp center receiveS 
federal Grant aS it 
celebrateS 25 YearS

Joseph lane, Mbpa, director of center for assistive technology 
and center on Knoweldge translation for technology transfer
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He 2013-18 awarD  
was announced as CaT 
celebrates its 25th anniver-
sary and brings the total 
amount of extramural sup-

port generated by the center to about 
$100 million since its founding in 1988.

The grant will fund a new five-year 
cycle of CaT’s Center on Knowledge 
Translation for Technology Transfer 
(KT4TT), initially funded by the NIDrr 
in 2008.

The NIDrr sponsors the research 
and the development of projects in 
the field of rehabilitation and assistive 
technology for persons with disabilities.  

The CaT, an interdisciplinary research 
center in the UB School of Public 
Health and Health Professions, has as 
its mission the improvement, dissemi-
nation, transfer and commercialization 
of products developed by NIDrr grant 
recipients and, internally, the demon-
stration of best practices in the field. 

 “The school and UB are very proud of 
the sustained accomplishments of CaT 
over the past quarter century,” says 
Dean Lynn Kozlowski.

“In the case of the work funded by 
this grant,” he adds, “the difficulty of 
moving valuable new products into the 
marketplace has long been recognized. 
CaT’s team has taken up this challenge 
and is working to address and resolve 
obstacles to the production and 
marketing of important new inventions 
that will assist disabled persons.”

Joseph Lane, director of CaT, says, 
“NIDrr sponsors research and 
development intended to generate 

socio-economic benefits, but like so 
many domestic and international 
programs, the projects fail to bridge the 
gap from laboratory to marketplace.”

“University scientists and engineers 
who design and test state-of-the-art 
products for the disabled often are 
understandably focused more on 
their research than on the eventual 
commercialization process,” he says. 
“That, however, does not prevent 
them from applying the due diligence 
necessary to align their work with 
the interests and requirements of 
corporations who have the required 
capacity and expertise to bring the 
products of their research to market.”

Lane says that as recipients of public 
funding, the sponsors and grantees 
share an obligation to apply methods 
and metrics that will ensure the invest-
ment generates the intended beneficial 
results for individuals with disabilities. 
He says their activity must be both  
rigorous and relevant because the goals 
of specific projects are practical, not 
theoretical. 

“Overall, the goal is to improve the 
performance of government programs 
that are challenged to deliver the 
promises inherent in public policies 
related to science, technology and 
innovation public policies,” he says.

“we pursue this by the study and 
demonstration of the technology 
transfer and the commercialization 
process within our focused field 
of assistive technology, and then 
generalizing the results.”

Lane points out that the center’s project 
team has 20 years of experience in the 

evaluation and commercialization of 
such innovations and, collaboratively, 
has introduced nearly 60 new devices to 
the marketplace. The latest, the Morph 
wheel by Maddak Inc., is a convenient, 
easy-to-store wheelchair with foldable 
wheels that has won many awards from 
industry tradeshows including MedTrade, 
Popular Science and the London Design 
Museum. The Morph wheel was also 
recently featured on CNN Tech.

The current funding specifically 
requires the Center on KT4TT to 
contribute to three outcomes for 
NIDrr’s technology-based grantees:

l   Increase NIDrr grantee rates 
of successful transfer and 
commercialization into the 
marketplace, into engineering 
design standards or other 
intended applications.

l   Increase NIDrr grantee 
understanding of technology 
transfer processes and practices 
that are successfully used 
to generate products and 
services in the marketplace.

l   Increase the capacity of NIDrr 
grantees to plan and to engage 
in technology transfer and 
commercialization activities.

T
“The school and UB are 
very proud of the sustained 
accomplishments of CaT over 
the past quarter century.”
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Meet SPHHP’s new communications  
and alumni relations director

feature StorY  <<

JacKie hauSler coMeS to ub froM trocaire colleGe

the School of public health and health professions 

has a new director of communications and alumni 

relations. Jackie hausler joined the school on  

nov. 18, coming over from trocaire college, where 

she was Web and social media editor.

 “i am absolutely thrilled to be joining the ub 

team,” says hausler. “the city of buffalo is on  

the rise, and there are a lot of wonderful things 

happening specifically because of the university 

and ub 2020. i’m so excited to be a part of the 

growth and to be joining the wonderful team of 

professionals at ub. My experience is with a 

health and health care focused college, so many 

of the skills will be very transferable to Sphhp.”

Jackie Hausler
N Her New rOLe, Hausler will oversee, coordinate 
and contribute to school communications and alumni 
relations activities. She will also chair the SPHHP 
Communications Committee, which is charged with 
identifying and recommending procedures, policies, 

best practices and strategies for effective and consistent 
promotion of the school through a variety of channels.

as part of her duties, Hausler will also manage the school’s 
family of websites, and social media activities.

“I think social media will become a focus in this new position 
since it is such a great medium to get information out to 
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people in a timely matter,” says 
Hausler. In her role at Trocaire, she 
was a finalist in the 2012 and 2013 
#SocialMadness competition through 
Buffalo Business First. She also helped 
advance Trocaire to one of the top five 
finalists in the 2012 Beta awards “Best 
Online award.”

Hausler will also serve as the school’s 
alumni relations officer, collaborating 
with the university-wide offices of 
development, alumni relations and 
community relations, as well as with 
SPHHP alumni and donors.

The communications director serves 
on the Dean’s Community advisory 
Committee, the executive and 
Planning Committee and the Strategic 
Plan Data Committee, and contributes 
to SPHHP’s Council on education for 
Public Health (CePH) accreditation 
team and other administrative groups.

Hausler holds a master’s in higher 
education and student affairs 
administration from SUNY Buffalo 
State and a bachelor’s degree in 
communications from SUNY Fredonia.

“The City of Buffalo is 
on the rise, and there 
are a lot of wonderful 
things happening 
specifically because of 
the university and  
UB 2020.”

More than a handshake

event  <<

in a brief ceremony at the  
conclusion of the annual perry 
lecture, Sphhp recognizes  
students who have been named 
winners of various competitive 
scholarships and awards. Students 
come forward, accept certificates 
and then pose with the dean for a 
picture. it’s a happy moment;  
big smiles all around.

after everyone goes home, how do 
the awards affect the winners a 
month or a year or 10 years later? 
We polled past award winners.

funds from scholarships were, of 
course, important. “the scholar-
ships helped reduce some of the 
financial stress and hardship placed 
on me as a non-traditional student,” 
says Katherine herling, dpt ’10, 
who collected a hat trick of schol-
arships—the caffiero, the perry 
and the Stonegraber. Jim lenker, 
bS ’93, phd (engineering) ’05, was 
one of several respondents who 
said his perry scholarship helped 
him keep his student debt low.

for vera busby, dietetic internship 
’06, a rachman Scholarship paid for 
her entire internship, and it motivated 
her to excel. “i likely learned more 

through the process of achieving 
the scholarship. i worked harder 
than i ever had to achieve straight 
a’s.” 

lesli Wall, bS ot ’94, who now 
practices in atlanta, Ga., says her 
perry Scholarship gave her “a 
better sense of self and what i was 
able to accomplish, that carried 
over in clinical work. i am and 
always will be grateful.”

patrick vanini, bS enS ’12, put 
his perry Scholarship to a spe-
cific practical use: it paid for 
more medical school interviews 
than he could afford otherwise. 
“being able to experience these 
additional schools helped me 
make a more educated decision.” 
he’s now a first-year student at 
lake erie college of osteopathic 
Medicine in bradenton, fla.

do these awards have any effect on 
the world beyond the individual lives 
of their winners? amy himowitz, 
bS-MS ot ’05, who practices in the 
Washington, d.c., area, says yes. 
“the perry Scholarship motivated 
me to continue striving to make a 
difference for patients and the  
community.”
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wang comes to UB from Johns Hopkins 
Bloomberg School of Public Health and 
School of Medicine where he was the 
founding director of the Johns Hopkins 
Global Center on Childhood Obesity.  
He also served as associate professor  
in several departments including 
International Health; epidemiology; 
Health, Behavior and Society; Medicine; 
and Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences.

“I’m very excited about the many won-
derful opportunities including the UB 
2020 initiatives, collegiality and spirit 
of collaboration at UB, and the strong 

university and state support for faculty, 
staff and students on research, training 
and innovation. There seems to be so 
many exciting areas and programs for 
future development,” says wang.

wang’s main research interests focus 
on nutritional epidemiology, child 
nutrition and growth, obesity, non-
communicable chronic diseases (NCDs), 
health disparities and global health. He 
also has extensive experience studying 
the application of innovative research 
methods in the biomedical field, 
including systems science modeling. 

neW SpM chair Youfa WanG brinGS Wealth of 
experience in childhood obeSitY reSearch

reSearch SpotliGht  <<

Carrying the weight of the world

on nov. 1, internationally known childhood obesity and nutritional 

epidemiology expert Youfa Wang, Md, MS, phd, became chair of  

the department of Social and preventive Medicine.

by Sara Saldi

His interest in childhood obesity for the 
last 17 years stems from his concern for 
the vulnerability of children.

“Children need care and support, and 
they particularly need adults who can 
make a difference in their lives and help 
guide them,” he says. “I want to act in 
that role not just for my own children, 
but for children worldwide.” wang has 
two young sons.

wang’s work has advanced understand-
ing of the global childhood obesity 
epidemic, assessment of childhood 
obesity and the influences of dietary 
intake on risks of chronic diseases.

His research has been funded by the 
National Institutes of Health (NIH), 
the U.S. Department of agriculture 
and other funding agencies. He is the 
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principal investigator (PI) or a key investigator of 
more than 10 ongoing research projects in the United 
States, China and other countries.

as the PI, he has secured approximately $23 million 
in NIH research grants. at present, he directs two 
ongoing NIH-funded projects in addition to other 
ongoing projects.

wang and his team established a Global Center of 
excellence on childhood obesity and NCDs research, 
training and outreach in 2011 with a $16 million NIH 
center grant and additional institutional co-funding. 
More than 50 well-established investigators from 
30 leading U.S. and international institutions are 

involved in the project.

He has served on  
numerous national and 
international expert  
panels, and review com-
mittees, including more 
than 20 NIH and CDC 
grant-review committees, 
and a world Health 
Organization expert 
Committee developing 
new international  
growth standards. He 
also chairs the Nutrition 
epidemiology Section of 

the american Society for Nutrition.

wang has more than 140 publications, including 120 
peer-reviewed papers. Some of his papers have been 
cited more than 1,000 times. He is an associate editor 
for four international scientific journals.

He received his MD from Beijing Medical University, 
his MS in epidemiology from the Chinese academy 
of Medical Sciences and Peking Union Medical 
College and his PhD in nutritional epidemiology from 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

Youfa Wang

“Children need care and support, 
and they particularly need adults 
who can make a difference in 
their lives and help guide them.” 

anne Weaver’s global health experience 
includes analyzing data collected from 
Kenya about the treatment of diarrhea, and 
conducting a pilot intervention study about 
household ventilation and air pollution in 
dhaka, bangladesh.

“i learned so many things working in 
bangladesh that can only be learned through 
experience,” says Weaver, a phd student  

in epidemiology. “i learned about the community i was working 
with, what their daily lives are like, what they value and how  
we can collaborate. i also learned the very real challenges  
and rewards of living, working and conducting research in a 
foreign country.

“i plan on conducting more research in bangladesh in the 
future, building on my prior experiences. i also hope to 
eventually work in more areas of the world as this is such a 
rewarding experience. i’d like to work in Kenya because my  
data analysis there made me want to learn more about the 
country and its people,” Weaver adds.

on oct. 31, Weaver gave a presentation to Sphhp students and 
faculty titled, “analytic plan for air pollution dispersion study, 
dhaka, bangladesh.”

STAy cONNEcTED!
visit the ub alumni association’s ub connect page and 
let us know what you’ve been doing since graduating.  

>> sphhp.buffalo.edu/alumni/connect

phd student studies  
pollution in bangladesh

Student profile // anne Weaver  <<

http://tinyurl.com/pmxky3y
https://www.ub-connect.org/olc/pub/BUF/login/olclogin.cgi
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a snapshot of Sphhp research projects 

reSearch update  <<

Pavani Kalluri Ram, associate professor 
in the department of Social and preventive 
Medicine, is principal investigator on a 
cooperative agreement from the u.S. centers 
for disease control and prevention (cdc). the 
lead qualitative investigator on the project 
is lauren blum, a medical anthropologist 
based in Senegal. the overall goal of the 

cooperative agreement is to understand the motivators and 
barriers to handwashing behavior and hand hygiene promotion 
in populations affected by humanitarian emergencies, such as 
conflicts or natural disasters.

hygiene-preventable diseases, including diarrhea, respiratory 
infections and hepatitis e, are common sources of morbidity and 

mortality among displaced populations, such as refugees. this 
two-year project consists of a series of studies that use quantitative 
and qualitative methods to describe the handwashing behavior  
of refugees and the challenges to handwashing promotion as 
perceived by frontline respondents and subject-matter experts  
in global humanitarian organizations.  

in addition, ram and her team will develop and test evidence-
based approaches to improve hand hygiene in refugees or other 
populations affected by humanitarian crises. to execute this 
work, ram and her team are partnering with colleagues from 
cdc, the un high commissioner for refugees, oxfam Great 
britain and others. fieldwork for this project will be led  
by Jelena vujcic, a ub research scientist, in Maban county,  
South Sudan.

Heather Orom, assistant professor in the 
department of community health and health 
behavior, is principal investigator on a national 
institutes of health, national cancer institute-
funded project that will examine racial/ethnic 
disparities in prostate cancer treatment, with the 
goal of reducing racial gaps in prostate cancer 
mortality and patient treatment.

african-american men are more than twice as likely to die from 
prostate cancer as european american men and, researchers say, 

the disparity is largely attributable to the racial and ethnic differ-
ences in the receipt of definitive, or potentially curative, treatment. 
the central hypothesis of this study is that racial dynamics in the 
health care system result in african-american men being less 
likely to receive definitive treatment, and more likely to experience 
decision-making difficulty, distress and treatment decision regret.

the study will be the first to test whether racial dynamics shown 
to be common in other health care domains contribute to racial 
and ethnic differences in receipt of definitive therapy and treat-
ment decision-making distress and regret.



a research group organized by 
Albert Vexler and Jihnhee Yu, 
associate professors in the 
department of biostatistics, 
has been focusing on theoreti-
cal developments related to 
efficient statistical hypothesis 
testing methods applied to 

clinical trials. part of the research focuses on the development 
of a class of novel semi- and nonparametric likelihood methods 
for statistical inference.

vexler and Yu have worked on statistical inference methods 
using the nonparametric likelihood approaches to test multiple 

groups in the presence of incomplete data or data attrition. the 
methods allow the users to avoid strong distributional assump-
tions by using nonparametric approaches. the group is develop-
ing specialized computing packages based on novel probabilistic 
algorithms, calculating statistical test characteristics such as 
power, effect size, sample size and critical values in order to 
expedite and improve statistical analysis, designs and any other 
relative investigative methods. 

in the context of this research, vexler and Yu train students and 
medical investigators to use the correct approaches to analyze 
data. application of these methods enables flexible and powerful 
inference in clinical investigations.

James A. Lenker, associate professor in the 
department of rehabilitation Science, is a co-
investigator on a recent five-year, $5 million 
award from the national institute on disability 
and rehabilitation research, u.S. department 
of education, for a rehabilitation engineering 
research center on accessible public 
transportation.

the accessible public transportation grant includes three 
research studies and two product development projects. lenker 
is the principal investigator (pi) on one study that will explore 
factors associated with paratransit usage for individuals having 
mobility limitations due to physical, cognitive or vision impairment.

lenker and colleagues are hoping to identify factors that, if 
systematically remediated, could enable paratransit users to 
take fixed-route transit more frequently, which would enhance 
community participation for people with disabilities while saving 
costs for transit authorities. Within the same grant, lenker is 
co-pi on a second study that will evaluate boarding and disem-
barking challenges for people with mobility impairments using 
shuttle buses that are used by hotels and airports.

lenker also is the co-pi on a recently awarded, one-year 
research contract from diebold corporation to evaluate the 
usability of a new atM with features intended to enhance 
accessibility for wheelchair users and persons with vision 
impairment.

Todd C. Rideout, assistant professor in the 
department of exercise and nutrition Sciences, 
is principal investigator on a five-year national 
institutes of health, national center for 
complementary and alternative Medicine-
funded pre-clinical study that will examine the 
safety and efficacy of phytosterols in treating 
high lipid levels in pregnant females.

adding to the urgency of cardiovascular diseases (cvd) as a 
global health issue is the rise in dyslipidemic risk factors among 
women of childbearing age due to underlying genetic and/or 
dietary factors. pronounced maternal hyperlipidemia during 
pregnancy is a high-priority health concern, as it increases 

maternal cvd risk and produces offspring who are predisposed 
to dyslipidemia and early-onset atherosclerosis.

as the use of lipid-lowering medication during pregnancy is 
contraindicated, natural lipid-lowering products should be exam-
ined as potential strategies to reduce gestational dyslipidemia. 
phytosterols are plant-based bioactive compounds with dem-
onstrated cholesterol-lowering efficacy and a recognized safety 
record in both animal and human clinical investigations.

this pre-clinical study will use hamsters to examine the safety 
and efficacy of phytosterols in treating maternal gestational 
hyperlipidemia and evaluate in utero and postnatal phytosterol 
exposure as a novel ‘up-stream’ preventative strategy to protect 
against cvd in adult life.
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$500 – $999
Mrs. linda M. baker, bS ’69
dr. paul d. barry, Md ’71
dr. Susan e. bennett, edd ’88, MS ’84*
dr. harold W. burton*
dr. carl J. depaula, Md ’69 and  

Mrs. Sonya depaula
Ms. padmaja eluri, bS ’97 and                   

Mr. Syamakrishna eluri   
Mr. carl and Mrs. rosalindl S. evia
dr. Marsha J. fishbane
dr. elizabeth l. Maher, Md ’85* and 

dr. peter J. horvath*
dr. curtis J. Mettlin, MS ’79
dr. elinor r. Schoenfeld, phd ’88, 

MS ’80
Mr. George a. Stephen, bS ’79
Mr. Stephen K. trynosky, Mph ’06, 

Jd ’05

$250 – $499
dr. Yasser a. al-antably, phd ’95
Mr. david h. patterson, bS ’04 and 

dr. Gregory p. beehler, phd ’07, 
Ma ’99*

Ms. Marie J. burns
Mrs. Wei deng, phd ’11, Ma ’07
Ms. Joanne M. dorval, edM ’87
dr. robert a. falkner, pMcrt ’78, 

ddS ’77 and dr. Karen l. falkner, 
phd ’94, MS ’77*

Mary and thomas a. Glenn*
Ms. nancy r. horn, bS ’81
Mrs. isabel v. James, ba ’45
Mrs. annelore f. Kurtz, bS ’59 
and dr. c. frederick Kurtz
Mrs. Kathryn ann Marshall, edM ’96 

and dr. James r. Marshall
Ms. Qilin ouyang, bS ’00
Ms. eileen M. rose, bS ’80
Ms. Josefa t. russo, bS ’97
Mr. Joseph J. Zelmanski, bS ’71

$100 – $249
Mr. William v. alexson, cert ’55
Ms. Julie S. allen, bS ’84
dr. harvey arbesman, MS ’95,  

Md ’80, ba ’75 and dr. Marian c. 
arbesman, phd ’95

Mrs. Sandra Kelsey bacon, bS ’85
dr. cesar bandera, phd ’90, bS ’82 

and dr. elisa v. bandera, phd ’95
Ms. carol a. barlow lampman, bS ’87
Ms. cynthia K. barry, bS ’73
Ms. barbara Jo barthel, bS ’95
Mr. lamont and Mrs. christel beers, 

bS ’93
dr. Susan h. bland, phd ’94
Ms. Kae lynn blecha, bS ’92
Miss patricia J. boggan, edb ’70, bS ’70
Mr. William r. brand, edM ’66
dr. Germaine M. buck louis, phd 

’87, MS ’80 and dr. thomas louis
Mrs. audrey J. buck, bS ’78
dr. robert f. burkard* and  

dr. paula burkard*
Mr. charles a. burpee, bS ’90
Mr. frank G. cann, bS ’92
dr. June i. chang, MS ’94 and  

dr. david e. fay
Mr. Mark d. cook, bS ’89
dr. frances e. crosby, edd ’86
dr. Stanley e. dauber, ba ’73
dr. eugene c. david, bS ’58
Mrs. deborah a. del vecchio, bS ’75
Mr. david f. brady, Ma ’85, ba ’83 

and dr. barbara deuell, Md ’85, bS ’81
Mr. lester S. downing
dr. lisa b. dreishpoon, phd ’07, MS 

’01* and dr. douglas dreishpoon
Mr. donald l. eddy Jr., Mba ’86, ba ’84 

and Mrs. elizabeth a. eddy, bS ’85
dr. Seth l. emont, phd ’89 and  

dr. nancy c. emont, phd ’94
Mr. Morgan and Mrs. carolyn epes
Mrs. Mary M. evanofski, bS ’79
dr. patricia l. evans, MS ’87, ba ’79
Mr. John c. faller, edM ’77, edb ’71, 

bS ’71
Ms. diana f. federici, bS ’74
Mr. James d. fitz Morris, bS ’89 and 

Mrs. lisa a. fitz Morris, bS ’97, bS ’89
Mrs. Marian Gail fogan, bS ’98
Mr. alan K. fritzinger, bS ’80 and 

Mrs. lynn M. fritzinger, ba ’80
dr. chaitali Ghosh, phd ’00, Ma ’88 

and dr. debashis Ghosh
Ms. amy f. Goldman, bS ’93
Mr. richard a. Grainger, Mba ’66
Mr. larry Michael Gravante, bS ’94
Mrs. Sherry l. Green, bS ’76
Mr. david l. Greenfield, bS ’84
Ms. Sandra t. Greenfield, bS ’77
dr. James J. halavin, Ma ’75
Mrs. elaine M. hansen, edM ’80, 

edb ’68, bS ’68
dr. dennis p. heimback, Md ’56
Mr. Morey l. herman, ba ’76
Mr. reinaldo J. and Mrs. Maria hernandez
Ms. barbara J. hoekstra, MS ’78
Mr. Steven a. hoffman, bS ’78
dr. Walter d. hoffman, Md ’64 and 

Mrs. tana t. hoffman, bS ’62

Up to $99
Mr. Michael J. abrams, bS ’83 and 

Mrs. Mary Jane abrams, bS ’83 
Mrs. ellen f. adler, bS ’67 
Mrs. lynne ainsworth, bS ’92 
Ms. Michele a. alfano, March ’94 
Ms. Kathryn l. alm, MS ’78 
Mrs. lori Jean amaden, bS ’90 
Mr. Joseph a. aquino, bS ’86 
Mrs. Janice G. aronson-hanson, bS ’78 
dr. Steven ascher, phd ’78, MS ’76, 

ba ’74 

Ms. t. Mahry axelrod 
Mr. douglas M. bandura, ba ’73 and 

Mrs. patricia Y. bandura, ba ’74 
Mr. Stanley h. bard, ba ’65 and  

Mrs. hope J. bard, bS ’65 
Mr. eugene d. barwicki, edM ’69, 

edb ’65 and Mrs. Mary ann c. 
barwicki, bS ’67 

dr. carmela M. battaglia, bS ’71 
Mrs. Mary p. battaglia, bS ’76 
Mr. edward J. bedrick, ba ’76 
Ms. Stephanie l. behlmer, bS ’09 
Ms. ellen M. beikirch, bS ’02 
Mrs. teresa S. bellanca, bS ’83 
Mrs. Jillian r. bidwell, bS ’02 
Ms. Julie M. blackman, bS ’91, bS ’89 
dr. Mary e. blann, edM ’66 
dr. Michael S. bloom, phd ’04, MS ’00 
Mrs. Sharon J. bouchard, bS ’85 
Mr. patrick J. brady, bS ’79 
Mr. charles W. brandt Jr., edM ’64 
Ms. Julie a. brocklehurst-Woods, bS ’77 
Mr. richard J. bubar, bS ’85 
Mrs. vicki Yeager caravelli, bS ’74 
Ms. Kathleen l. carlino, bS ’83 
Ms. Jennifer a. carroll, bS ’10, MS ’10 
Mr. thomas l. cashmore, edM ’90 
Mr. Michael christman, edM ’82, 

edb ’74, bS ’74 
Mrs. cynthia M. chynoweth, edM ’86 
Ms. Sharon M. clabeaux, bS ’75 
Mrs. Mary Jo conrad-reingold, bS ’93 
Ms. catherine J. curley, bS ’76 
Mr. and Mrs. daniel currie iii 
Mrs. Michele a. darling, bS ’89 and 

Mr. blaine l. Smith 
Mr. christopher a. daur, bS ’81 and 

Mrs. patricia a. daur, bS ’81 
Ms. catherine J. deGarmo, bS ’90, 

edM ’85 
Mr. John and Mrs. nancy a.  

dellacontrada, bS ’82* 
dr. robert f. dischner, phd ’97, edM ’80, 

ba ’75 and Mrs. Kathleen M. dischner, 
edM ’81 

Mrs. donna e. dorans, bS ’76 
Ms. Kathryn c. dowling, edb ’70, bS ’70 
Miss linda r. draper, edM ’70 
Ms. Sue ann dunford, bS ’74 
Mr. Gary a. edwards, bS ’75 and  

Mrs. nancy edwards
Mr. darryl t. ernst, bS ’87 
Ms. deanna M. errico, bS ’90 
reverend Jeffrey b. farley, ba ’79 

and Mrs. Susan M. farley, bS ’82 
Mr. raymond J. and Mrs. Jolene 

renee ferrie, bS ’94 
Mrs. Maureen e. ferrino, MS ’95 
Mrs. nicole Marie fiorella, bS ’94 
dr. nadine M. fisher, edd ’91, ba ’81* 
Mr. Steven d. fleissig, ba ’73 and 

Mrs. harriet S. fleissig, bS ’74 
dr. Gerald M. foigelman, bS ’57  

and Mrs. Sonya S. foigelman,  
MSW ’83, edM ’72, edb ’55 

dr. dorothy e. foigelman-holland, 
bS ’81 and Mr. robert J. holland 

Mrs. patricia Marie foley, bS ’81 
Mrs. June h. fontanes, bS ’91 
Ms. christina Marie forcier, bS ’98 
Mrs. lottie c. fortune, edM ’72 
Mrs. faith l. foser, bS ’85 
Mr. david a. freedman, bS ’12 
Ms. brandia J. freiman, MS ’04, Ma ’03 
Mr. donald d. Gais, bS ’83 and  

dr. dawn a. Gais, Md ’89, bS ’84 
Mr. charles Galante, ba ’79 and  

Mrs. Mary M. Galante, MS ’88 

Mr. Steven v. Gamba, ba ’90 and  
Mrs. Kathleen S. Gamba, bS ’93 

Ms. clare b. Ganey, bS ’88 
Mr. alphonse d. Gaudioso, bS ’69 
Mrs. Karen a. Gebauer-buerman, 

bS ’79 
dr. Joseph M. Genau, bS ’84 
Mrs. Gail a. Gerel-Welsh, bS ’67 
dr. Meryl G. Gersh, bS ’74 
dr. Merlene c. Gingher, doc ’89,  

MS ’75, bS ’70 
Ms. charlene a. Gmerek, bS ’74 
dr. rodman r. Goltry, MS ’79 
dr. Gary G. Gorline, bS ’06, edd ’88, 

edM ’75 
Mrs. nancy J. Gowens, bS ’70 
Mr. charles W. Graver, bS ’72, edb ’72 
Mr. Kenneth a. Grundstein, Jd ’77 and 

Ms. andrea l. Grundstein, bS ’77 
Mr. alula hadgu, Ma ’80 
Mrs. elsbeth hamluk, bS ’64 
Mrs. Susan M. hanas, bS ’67 
Mrs. eileen a. hancharik, bS ’83 
Ms. virginia h. harrington 
Ms. debra a. haynes, bS ’95 
Mr. robert a. and Mrs. denise M. 

heater, bS ’81 
Mr. norman e. and Mrs. Margaret a.  

heckman, bS ’73 
Ms. laura a. heil, bS ’97 
Mrs. Susan Martha hemlock, bS ’72 
Mrs. Kimberly M. hewlett, bS ’87 
Mr. robert W. hirnle, MS ’79, ba ’72 
Mrs. patricia a. hoehing, cert ’57, bS ’56 
Mrs. patricia hutton, bS ’78 
Ms. Stacey r. ivey, bS ’98 
Mr. darrell and Mrs. daina Wood 

Jakubowski, MS ’86, bS ’81 
Ms. donna M. Jankowski, bS ’90 
Ms. laura S. Jepson 
Mr. andrew S. Kearney, bS ’95 and 

Mrs. Janet K. Kearney, bfa ’93 
Mr. Stephen J. and Mrs. Kathleen a. 

Kelleher Jr., bS ’72 
Mrs. bonnie a. Keller, bS ’80 
Mrs. priscilla b. Keller, bS ’58 
Ms. Kelly M. Kephart, bS ’02 
dr. pamela Khurana, MS ’89 
Mr. Geoffrey W. King, Ma ’70 and 

Mrs. elaine l. King, bS ’70 
Ms. Kathleen a. Kirk, edM ’76 
Mr. William r. Klocko, bS ’77, ba ’69 

and Mrs. virginia c. Klocko, bS ’70 
Mr. robert r. Kramer, edM ’63, edb ’50 
Ms. anna Josephine Kraus, MS ’74 
Mrs. patricia p. laing, bS ’57 
Mrs. Karen K. lalley, bS ’80 
Ms. Janet S. lalonde-Mears, bS ’09, 

MS ’09 
Mrs. Jennifer lynn larkin, bS ’95 
Ms. patsy p. leach, bS ’74 
Mr. Sang uk lee, bS ’97 
dr. Gerald p. lehner, edM ’79 
Mrs. nancy r. leppek, bS ’84 
Mrs. ruth a. leslie, bS ’91 
Ms. linda S. lopian, bS ’82 
Mr. John a. lord, bS ’76 
Mr. Samuel J. lucyshyn, bS ’94 
Mr. david a. lundgren, bS ’67 
Ms. heather a. Macroy-coppola, 

bS ’98 
Ms. Kanika Malhotra, MS ’12 
Mr. Stephen a. Mandy, bS ’81 
dr. tania a. Mannella, dpt ’04 
dr. diane l. Matuszak, Md ’74 
dr. Susan e. Mccann, phd ’98 
Ms. patricia d. Mccarthy, bS ’68 
Mrs. Karen Marie Mcclive, bS ’89 

Your Support Makes a Difference
Your GiftS are critical to our StudentS’ SucceSS,  
our reSearch MiSSion and our coMpetitive StandinG.  
thanK You for Your GenerouS Support.

honor roll  <<
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School of public health and health 
professions honor roll of Support

July 1, 2012 – June 30, 2013

$10,000+
dr. arthur r. Goshin, Md ’70,  

bS ‘66 and Mrs. renee Goshin

$2,500 – $5,000
Mrs. alma c. Scully, edM ’64

$1,000 – $2,499
anonymous
Ms. barbara J. burns, MSW ’98
dr. Gordon f. comstock
dr. Gary a. Giovino, phd ’87, MS 

’79* and Mrs. Susan Giovino

dr. Jo l. freudenheim*
dr. alan hutson* Ma ’90, ba ’88
Ms. lily hsieh, Ma ’92
dr. le Kang, phd ’12, Ma ’10
dr. lynn Kozlowski and  

Ms. Kate Wagner
Ms. Jo a. Schweitzer, MS ’99, 

bS ’76*
dr. Jean M. Wactawski-Wende, 

phd ’89, MS ’83* and dr. Karl 
e. Wende, phd ’96, MS ’85* 

Mrs. francine W. Yee, MS ’89, 
bS ’81, ba ’79

J. Warren Perry Society

Members of the perry Society–those 
giving gifts of $1,000 or more—make 
critical investments in the school’s 
continued success. the perry Society 
represents distinguished donors who 
share the school’s vision and commitment 
to education, research and service.



PT alumni come home
More than 20 physical therapy alumni and their 
families returned to ub oct. 6 for the inaugural 
Western new York physical therapy alumni event 
at the ub bulls homecoming game.

physical therapy graduates and faculty members 
joined together for a tailgate party before the 
football game, a 42-14 bulls victory over eastern 
Michigan. they also had the opportunity to  
celebrate with beloved faculty member dale 
fish, who was honored as faculty honorary 
coach at the game.

the school would like to offer a special thanks 
to the many pt alumni who volunteered their 
time to organize this event. plans are underway 
for similar events around a bulls basketball 
game in the spring.

for more information or to get involved,  
contact physical therapy program director  
Kirk personius at kep7@buffalo.edu.

Rowe elected president of rural  
health association
don rowe, clinical assistant professor in the 
department of community health and health 
behavior, was elected as president of the new 
York State association for rural health at its 
annual meeting and conference on Sept. 19.  
the association is the largest in the state devoted 
specifically to rural health.

rowe served as public health director for 
Genesee county from 1985 to 2002. he joined 
ub the following year and in 2007 became  
director of ub’s office of public health practice.

rowe received the outstanding leadership 
in public health award and the public health 
professional of the Year award from the nYS 
association of county health officials. he sits on 
numerous local and state boards and chairs the 
nYS rural health council.

Academic Service Award-winners 
named
dietrich Kuhlmann (biostatistics) and david 
pendergast (exercise and nutrition sciences) 
have been named as academic Service award 
recipients for 2013. the Sphhp academic 
Service award, initiated in 2003, recognizes 
contributions to academic service made by vol-
unteers or adjunct faculty member to academic 
programs in the school.

Kuhlmann is chair of mathematics and statistics 
at canisius college; he has been an adjunct 
faculty member in Sphhp for a number of 
years, having taught more than 3,000 students. 
Kuhlmann regularly meets with students on 
weekends and has stepped up to teach additional 
courses when needed.

pendergast has been a long-time mentor,  
volunteer and advocate for the school. he has 
mentored both undergraduate and graduate 
students, as well as junior faculty. in addition, 
he recently served as interim chair of Sphhp’s 
department of exercise and nutrition Sciences.

department chairs nominate individuals for the 
award, with a selection committee choosing up 
to two winners.

physical therapy faculty 
members congratulate Julie 
Garra ’00 after she won a 
ub physical therapy sweat-
shirt at a reunion held in 
conjunction with ub home-
coming. all proceeds from 
the sweatshirt raffle sup-
ported the physical therapy 
White coat ceremony fund. 
from left are: andrew ray, 
assistant  professor; Juli 
Wylegala, director of clinical 
education; Garra; and Kirk 
personius, program director.

public health neWS [continued froM paGe 2]  <<

Mr. richard c. Mclaughlin, edM ’66, 
edb ’60 

Mrs. Karolyn r. Mcpeek, bS ’77 
Mr. herbert Mennen, Mba ’64 and 

Mrs. Joan r. Mennen, MS ’88, bS ’70 
Miss adele Merenstein, bS ’80 
Mr. Jack Meyers, ba ’08 and 
Mrs. Sandra n. Meyers, MS ’80 
Mrs. carol lesher Miller, bS ’88 
Mr. paige Miller, Ma ’79, ba ’77 
Ms. Michelle K. Minick, MS ’12, bS ’10 
Mr. Kurt ross Mittlefehldt, MS ’89, 

bS ’85 and Mrs. laurie lynne 
Mittlefehldt, bS ’84 

Mr. James p. Mohan, edM ’81, bS ’72 
Mrs. Kathryn M. Moran, bS ’79 
dr. John a. Moscato, ba ’68 and  

dr. beth a. Moscato, phd ’96,  
MS ’76, bS ’69 

Ms. patricia K. Mulvey, MS ’82, edM ’72 
Ms. Joyce a. Murray, bS ’72 
Ms. lisa M. Musall, bS ’94 
dr. barton l. neckers, ddS ’81 and 

Mrs. ann holthouse neckers, MS 
’81, ba ’79 

dr. renate l. neeman, edM ’72 
Mrs. pamela S. netzel, bS ’81 
Mrs. christa p. nolan, MS ’80 and  

dr. James p. nolan 
Mr. paul d. o’brian, bS ’82 

dr. heather M. ochs-balcom, phd ’04* 
dr. patricia J. ohtake* 
dr. erin S. oleary, phd ’99 
Ms. Margaret olson 
Mr. robert i. orendorf, MS ’82 
Mrs. rose M. orluk, bS ’72 
Mr. edward t. ostrowski, bS ’69 and 

Mrs. ann ostrowski, bS ’70, bS ’69 
Mr. richard M. palma, bS ’83 and 

Mrs. barbara b. palma, bS ’82 
Ms. dale Marie parks, March ’98, 

bpS ’95 
Ms. Mary e. parsons 
Mrs. Judith h. pestak, bS ’82 
Ms. nancy e. peters, bS ’74 
Miss christine h. pidgeon, bS ’67 
Ms. Michele e. pryor, bS ’00 
Ms. Mary lou puleo, edM ’50 
Miss roberta a. puszcz, edM ’73 
dr. Sylvia K. Quick, phd ’08, bS ’89 
dr. andrew d. ray, phd ’06, MS ’00, 

bS ’99, bS ’96 *
Ms. erin e. reicks, MS ’13, caS ’12 
Mr. Scott a. rendell, bS ’02 
Mrs. edith e. ressler, bS ’80 
Mr. darryl W. revenew, ba ’88 
Mr. Gary l. reynolds, Mba ’71, bS ’68, 

and Mrs. bernice a. reynolds,  
edM ’71, edb ’69, bS ’69 

Ms. penelope M. riccelli, bS ’60 

Mr. richard G. riebling, ba ’48 and 
Mrs. Mary l. riebling, bS ’50 

dr. Shawn p. riester, dpt ’08 *
Ms. Kathleen rohr, bS ’83 
Mrs. elizabeth ronchi-van Mecl, bS ’75 
Mr. Scott ross and Mrs. debra a. ross, 

bS ’82 
Mrs. linda M. rossi, bS ’81 
Ms. dawn M. rowland, MS ’02, ba ’99 
Mr. brett l. russell, bS ’91 
dr. antonio S. Santo, phd ’05 and 

Mrs. ariana M. Santo 
Mr. richard f. Schaefer, edM ’82 
Miss Sharon r. Schatz, MS ’79 
Mr. peter J. Schaus, bS ’69 
Mrs. linda b. Scheuer, bS ’69 
Mr. Michael d. Schmidt, bS ’94 
Mr. Gerald K. Schofield 
Mrs. elaine Z. Schwan, ba ’61, bS ’61 
Ms. diane r. Schweigert, bS ’00 
Miss Sonya M. Sconiers, bS ’83 
dr. Sharon Selman, phd ’97 and  

dr. alan l. Selman* 
Miss dorothy e. Shaw, cert ’42 
dr. Mitchell l. Shiffman, ba ’77 and 

Mrs. lori M. Shiffman, bS ’78 
Mrs. Gail W. Sielaff, bS ’70 
Mrs. ava tobias Silverstein, bS ’77 
Mrs. Judith M. Singh, bS ’66 
Mrs. diana W. Sirkin, bS ’69 

Mr. leon h. Smith iv, bS ’02 
Mr. david f. Spindler, edb ’72, bS ’72 
Ms. Kathleen M. Stanton, MS ’98, bS ’98* 
Mrs. lori a. Stern, bS ’82 
Mrs. erika M. Stillman, bS ’86 
Ms. darbie a. Stokes, bS ’76 
Mr. david c. Sutor, Ma ’91 
Ms. christine M. Swoboda, MS ’12, caS ’11* 
dr. Kenneth c. Syracuse, Ma ’85, ba ’83 
Mrs. heather Marie thayer, bS ’94 
Ms. Mary l. thomas, MS ’74 
Mrs. Jan M. thrasher, bS ’79 
Mrs. Maureen f. tomaszewski, bS ’80 
Ms. Joanne M. van de Water, bS ’74 
Mr. robert e. van Slyke, bS ’67 and 

dr. nancy l. van Slyke, bS ’70 
Ms. Gene e. verel, bS ’73 
Ms. lorraine d. Walczyk, bS ’95 
Ms. Sara c. Wargo, edM ’04, bS ’99 
Ms. lisa a. Warlick, MS ’03 

Mr. Michael a. Watkins, bS ’79 and 
Mrs. Sarah l. Watkins, bS ’78 

Mrs. Margit c. Weinmann, ba ’58 
Ms. Jennifer M. Weinstein, bS ’85, bS ’71 
Mr. paul c. Weiss, bS ’90 
Miss Marian e. Wesolowski, edM ’67 
Mr. andrew J. Wiencek, edM ’69 and 

Mrs. Susanne p. Wiencek, edM ’76, 
edb ’69 

dr. paul t. Wietig, edd ’79, ba ’69* 
and Mrs. Margaret r. Wietig

Mr. david d. Wilson, edM ’76, edb ’72, 
bS ’72 

Mrs. Mary elizabeth Wolter, bS ’88 
Mrs. rebecca J. Wren, bS ’80 
Mrs. Mary l. Wright, bS ’75 
dr. Juli a. Wylegala, phd ’05, MS ’92* 
Mrs. Kristin Y. Yee, bS ’02 
dr. paul M. Yourchisin, edd ’83 
dr. Shauna c. Zorich, Mph ’08, Md ’05

for more information on how to support the 
School of public health and health professions, 
please contact Mary Glenn, director of  
development, at 716-829-4773 or glenn@buffalo.

KEy
* Faculty/staff of the University at Buffalo
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SPHHP project helps to build  
a healthier community

“Growing healthy together” is the delavan-Grider community 
health project developed by heather orom, assistant professor in 
the department of community health and health behavior, and 
Karen o’Quin, a phd student in that department, in partnership 
with the delavan-Grider community center and rita hubbard-
robinson, director of institutional advancement at the erie county 
Medical center (ecMc) and the ecMc lifeline foundation.

“the delavan-Grider community is well-loved by its residents 
for its vibrancy, cohesion and neighbor-to-neighbor assistance,” 
orom says, “but there are some serious health issues and food 
availability problems here.”

“our job as responsible university representatives is to build 
on the neighborhood’s strengths by being a resource for those 
working there to increase access to fresh, healthy food and 
improve community health,” she says.

between october 2011 and august 2012, orom, o’Quin, neigh-
borhood volunteers and a team of students in the ub Master of 
public health program undertook a community health assess-
ment that involved one-on-one interviews with residents from 
102 households in a section of the community near ecMc.

the ub team analyzed and presented the resulting data in a 
colorful, easy-to-read 31-page educational booklet, which team 
members delivered door-to-door in the neighborhood and 
continue to use as a starting point for discussions about health 
at community events.

With a great layout and excellent use of graphs and photos, the 
booklet clearly demonstrates to readers the higher-than average 
levels of chronic illness in the neighborhood—including high 
blood pressure, asthma, obesity, diabetes, heart disease and 
stroke.

it also describes the benefits of physical activity, offers sugges-
tions to overcome self-described barriers to being active, discusses 
the positive effects of fresh foods on the disease process itself 
and offers information on a range of community services.

in response to their identified needs, orom says concerned resi-
dents and ecMc are working to provide shuttles to area grocery 
stores and programs that promote eating well and moving more. 

this has allowed orom and o’Quin to begin a new phase of the 
project, one aimed at empowering patients in the medical setting. 
there will be 100 participants in this study and three community 
groups are already involved. 

this study is grounded in research showing that active patients 
have improved health outcomes because they can communicate 
better and are better able to understand and control such things 
as their diabetes or hypertension.  

“our participants are meeting with members of the patient 
voices network, a group of patients brought together by ub’s 
department of family Medicine to improve primary care in 
buffalo,” orom says. 

“these speakers share personal stories about how they became 
informed and learned to express their preferences, participate in 
their health care decisions and collaborate with medical providers 
to set and reach health goals. then they lead group discussions 
about how our participants can do this.”

to ascertain if the narrative process helped subjects become more 
active partners in their own medical care, o’Quin will conduct 
follow-up interviews with them after their next visits with physicians.

orom and o’Quin have been working since July 2010 to establish 
themselves as credible university partners, an effort that is paying 
off in trust and willing collaboration. 

“this is important, because we’re in this for the long haul,” orom 
says. “We plan to remain actively involved in delavan-Grider and 
hope that, as a result, both residents and the university will grow 
our capacity to collaboratively build a healthier community.”

GroWinG healthY toGether addreSSeS needS in buffalo’S  
delavan-Grider neiGhborhood

By Pat Donovan

“Our job as responsible university  
representatives is to build on the 
neighborhood’s strengths...” 

HEATHER OROM, aSSiStant profeSSor,  
departMent of coMMunitY health and health behavior

coMMunitY partner  <<
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Erin Ellis was a champion swimmer and an Academic All-American at SUNY Geneseo. 
Life was good. Then she went to work as a researcher in programs for children who were 
in the care of child protective services, and for rural suicide prevention, and she saw what 
hard times look like. She wished she had a language to describe it. That brought her to the 
PhD program in UB’s Department of Community Health and Health Behavior, where she 
is concentrating her research on the role of affect in health behavior decision-making. 
Her dissertation will look at risky sexual behavior through that lens. Gifts to the school 
send her to conferences to present her research. The best reason to support UB is what 
students like Erin will do in the future.

I’ll spend my career doing the research I love.

The best public universities have the strongest private support.  
          www.giving.buffalo.edu

Thanks to you,

http://giving.buffalo.edu/
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experience in childhood obeSitY reSearch
See the full story on page 7

“Children need care and support, and they particularly need adults 
who can make a difference in their lives and help guide them.” 

YOUFA WAng, Md, MS, phd, chair of the departMent of Social and preventive Medicine

http://sphhp.buffalo.edu/

